Government of India
Ministry of Communications & IT
Department of Telecommunications
(Access Services Cell)
Sanchar Bhawan, 20 Ashoka Road, New Delhi – 110 001.

No. 800-4/2003-VAS

Dated: 10th August, 2011

All CMTS/ UAS Licensee(s)
J&K, Assam and NE Service Areas

Sub: Pol/ PoA in case of Central Para Military Forces

This has reference to the para 8 of the DoT instruction No. 842-1070/2009-AS-
IV/63 dated 20.01.2010 wherein it has been mentioned that in case of serving officers
/jawans of the armed forces and paramilitary forces and members of their families, a
fresh certificate certifying the identity and address of the person or the persons
concerned issued by the Commanding Officer may be accepted as proof of identity
and address.

In this regard, it has been decided that, the certificate of identity and address
issued by Officer Commanding (OC) of the rank of Lt. Colonel or above for serving
officers/ jawans of Central Paramilitary Forces and members of their family shall also
be considered as valid Pol and PoA.

(Vinod Kumar)
Director (AS-II)

Copy to:
1. Sr. DDG (Security-TERM), DOT
2. DDG (TERM) J&K, Assam, North East –I & North East – II.
3. Director (AS-III)/ Director (AS-IV)